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Introduction

Motivation

Growing importance of Machine Learning (ML) → education on ML needs to

be improved. Assessment plays a crucial role in improving education and

understanding how students learn [1].

Research gap

In [1] the relation between assessment and student performance is

investigated, but no pre-test was conducted and assessments were not

motivated. Frequent neglection of assessment id highlighted in [2], especially

in Engineering education, while it greatly impacts how students learn.

Aim

Investigating the relation between assessment types and students’ learning

gain in ML education.

Research question

What is the influence of different assessment types on students’
learning gain in k-means clustering?

Methodology

Figure 1. Suskie’s Teaching-Learning-Assessment Cycle, adapted from [3]

Measuring learning performance [4]

Gain = Posti − Prei

7 − Prei
∗ 100% (1)

Average of Gains =
∑n

i=1Gaini

n
(2)

Experiment design

Pre- and post-test

consisted of a concept

inventory (CI) on k-means

clustering

Assessment methods

based on a survey among

students [5]

Figure 2. Experiment set-up

Results

Figure 3. Learning gain for closed- and open-book assessment groups

Results show a significantly higher learning gain for

participants who took the open-book assessment (t(20)

= -3.27; p = 0.004) (see Figure 3)

Most common mistake in pre-test was question 3: out

of the 10 participants who attempted to answer the

question, 7 believed clustering to be a supervised

learning method.

In the post-test, all of the open-book participants were

able to conduct a full iteration of k-means clustering,

whereas only 50% of the closed-book participants

managed to do this (see Figures 4 and 5)

Figure 4. Results of the pre-test per question Figure 5. Results of the post-test per question

Research Ethics

The five principles of Research Integrity [6]:

Honesty: full report of results and limitations

Scrupulousness & Independence: personal bias was minimized by discussing

with fellow students and experts on k-means clustering

Transparency: study set-up was motivated, removed data was mentioned

Responsibility: benefits of research on assessment ensured relevance of the

study

Discussion & limitations

Some participants had trouble concentrating due to noisy locations

Some participants were able to communicate with peers and may have

gained advantage

Some participants gained more information than others through questions

Closed-book group had more trouble understanding centroids, a possible

explanation for the experienced difficulty in conducting a full iteration of

k-means

Future work

Investigate long-term effects of instruction and assessment methods

Develop validated assessments for Machine Learning topics

Takeaways

Research on the relation between assessment and student performance

could enhance student learning

An open-book short-answer exam is favourable over a closed-book

problem-based assignment, as it resulted in significantly higher learning

gain

Concept Inventories are not widely applied yet in Computer Science but

could provide a standardized assessment format for specific topics
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